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THE RUPAUL PARADOX: FREEDOM AND
STRICTURE IN A COMPETITION REALITY
TV SHOW
Joke Hermes

and Michael Kardolus

Drag culture in the 1990s seemed to signify emancipation and liberation of enduring and
stiﬂing deﬁnitions of gender and sexuality. The uptake of drag and camp in mainstream
culture were felt to usher in an era of gender freedom coinciding with new appreciation
for popular cultural forms. A quarter century on, popular culture no longer connotes bad
taste. The realignment of taste and cultural capital has not coincided with decreased
social inequality however, and popular media culture appears to have remained the training ground for what Miller (1993. The Well-Tempered Self. Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press) called “the daily organisation of fealty to the cultural-capitalist state.” This paper
will inquire into how today’s neo-liberal governmentality and its deﬁning form of offering
freedom and stricture at the same time is exempliﬁed by the show hosted by drag queen,
singer and television presenter RuPaul (RuPaul’s Drag Race Logo, VH1 2009-today and
available on Netﬂix). Taking as our point of departure our own double-edged sentiments
about the show and its host, and the ways queens are divided into role models versus
underperformers, we will discuss how race, gender and English proﬁciency are policed.
KEYWORDS RuPaul’s Drag Race; drag culture; reality TV; representation; camp; cultural
citizenship; collaborative autoethnography

And to @RuPaulsDragRace: Enough with the feigned inclusivity. Time to start putting your
money where your mouth is #AllDragIsValid.
(@TheOnlyDetox9:27 PM – Twitter, Jan 23, 2020)

RuPaul’s Drag Race is a competition reality television show in which drag queens
compete to become America’s next drag superstar. Not only does the show “queer”
gender and sexuality—as drag will—, it is also a space of ethnic and cultural diversity.
The show is a typical example of “after broadcast” “post-television” in its remix of
genre rules, its intertextual referencing, its cross-media presence, it’s outrageous and
sexualised performativity (unthinkable in earlier broadcast times) and in its allowing
for an important role for audiences in deﬁning the (de)merits and meanings of the
show. This article uses an audience-led perspective: taking our own double-edged sentiments about the show and its host as our point of departure, we will discuss how gender,
race and class are policed in a part of popular media culture we would have expected to
be inoculated against these power dynamics. At face-value, it counters the drag culture
one of us came to know in the 1990s which is still part of club life and online
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environments where control of Drag race—the TV programme—is taken back in local
performances and commentary.
Rather than come to a verdict about the value of the show, we want to inquire into
how RuPaul’s Drag Race enables “cultural citizenship” today (Hermes 2005, 10). What kind
of implicit and explicit conversation does it give rise to that allows us to discuss who we
are and who we want to be? Notably, we are interested in following up on Toby Miller’s
work on citizenship, culture and the postmodern subject in 1993, where he argues that
“culture is a signiﬁcant area in the daily organisation of fealty to the cultural-capitalist
state” (1993, 218). Technologies of subjectivity are at the core of (popular) culture and
thus to how we relate to television. “Freedom” and “stricture” provide for Miller’s opening
bid in looking at an array of popular cultural texts. A quarter century later, we look at how
texts are looked at by us and by the other TV viewers we come across in the online
worlds of Reddit and YouTube. Does this change how we are beholden and locked into
power structures, or are we pursuing freedom while others are policed? Below we will ﬁrst
introduce camp and drag, then RuPaul’s Drag Race to provide a framework for our analysis
of the discussion the show gives rise to.

Camp, Drag Culture and Drag Race
In almost all discussion of camp, Susan Sontag’s famous 1964 essay is the point of
departure. Sontag identiﬁes camp as a “sensibility” that revels in artiﬁce, stylisation, theatricalisation, irony, playfulness, and exaggeration rather than content (1983 [1964], 105, 107,
115). Hutcheon underscores that for some “(c)amp sensibility is disengaged, depoliticised
—or at least apolitical.” For others though, she continues, such as postmodernists, feminists,
and queer theorists, camp can trouble the belief that gender is “natural” or inherent, and
therefore work against heteronormativity (Hutcheon 2002, 9). As a style and a distinct
form of cultural appreciation, camp is usually dated to the popular culture of the 1960s,
while historically present since the turn of the twentieth century. In the 1980s, it gained
popularity with the advent of postmodernism and its celebration of popular cultural
forms. In the 1990s, we witness the uptake of drag culture as a form of camp that is not
solely an underground or gay phenomenon. Think of Madonna’s video “Vogue” that celebrates a dance style that originated in Harlem drag ball culture, or Jenny Livingston’s 1990
documentary Paris is Burning of said ball rooms which gained wide popularity among mainstream audiences. This is also the decade that marks the start of RuPaul Charles’ career as a
singer, drag star and television presenter. Supermodel (of the World) was the ﬁrst song by a
drag queen to hit the Billboard Hot 100 in 1993. Her/his1 ﬁrst television programme, The
RuPaul Show, also had its short run from 1997 to 1998.
Drag culture is the subject of extensive literature (Goodwin 1989; Newton 1972;
Warren 1974; Zervignon 2009; Hermes and Kardolus 2019). While RuPaul would say that
“we’re all born naked and the rest is drag” (Charles 1996), drag is generally understood
as a tradition of men dressing up and performing as women. Drag has often been
accused of sexism for its exaggeration of codes of femininity. Women also perform in
drag as drag kings, likewise contesting gender as a category (Halberstam 1997; Taylor
and Rupp 2004). Most recently transgender performers have further upset the troubling
of heteronormative gender categories in this popular art form (Dougherty 2017). For mainstream audiences, the different ways of inhabiting gender between male and transgender
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drag queens often seems invisible and becomes the butt of jokes that can go the full range
from uncomfortable to outright painful.
Drag culture in the 1990s signiﬁed emancipation and liberation of enduring and stiﬂing deﬁnitions of gender and sexuality. The gay and lesbian community became important as a niche audience group for US American media (Becker 2006). The uptake of
drag and camp in mainstream culture were felt to usher in an era of gender freedom
coinciding with new appreciation for popular cultural forms. It is part of a new “permissive
populism” that others situate even earlier (cf Hunt 2013). A quarter century on, popular
culture no longer connotes bad taste. The realignment of taste and cultural capital
however did not coincide with a decrease in discrimination and exclusion or with considerable lessening of social inequality. For those who follow RuPaul’s Drag Race (Logo, VH1
2009-today and available on Netﬂix), this is therefore a show that offers a mixture of nostalgic pleasure, new political energy and occasionally, unease. These are predicated on a
continuing sense that drag, like all camp, protests the stiﬂing conventions of a male dominated society (as RuPaul puts it) and in that sense is a liberating practice (in Aitkenhead
2018, Guardian). At the same time, Ru’s politics, or more to the point Ru’s lack of a political
presence, has been a bone of contention among viewers, fans and the gay community (a
term we use loosely to denote the ensemble of media, social activism, meeting places and
care networks that foreground LGBTI+ identities and relationships).
With this article we hope to ﬁnd out what happened to the promise of drag culture as
camp and its potential to rewrite heteronormative gender coding. Does RuPaul’s Drag Race, the
massively successful global televisual success, merit being called a domain of freedom? Is it
drag culture, only now on television? Or does the logic of television (of genre, formats, celebrity
as a brand and ratings and [post] scripting) undo the potential freedom of drag? As viewers and
fans, we have mixed feelings: sometimes because of how the show sets up contestants against
each other, sometimes because of the reactions of other “fans.” Intense viewer discussion
helped us identify key moments in the past thirteen seasons of Drag Race. As beﬁts a show
that ﬁnds itself in the tradition of camp, these key moments are all about speciﬁc queens.
As Sontag put it in 1964: “Camp is the gloriﬁcation of ‘character.’ (-) What the Camp eye
appreciates is the unity, the force of the person” (Sontag 1983 [1964], 114).
Our analysis has been set up in such a way that we can compare and contextualise
moments of racist and transphobic exclusion against instances of emulation and celebration
of the power of drag culture. Such comments are key to understanding contemporary post-television. Contrary to broadcast television, television today is made meaningful in large part in
discussion on social media. It behooves media scholars to understand post-television not just
as programmes but as a layered, multi-dimensional and ultimately multi-authored text that
extends into social practices in which as viewers we are both citizens and consumers. Before
we discuss methodology further, we will turn to how “freedom” is a particularly relevant
and useful term to understand competition reality television in and via RuPaul’s Drag Race.

The Suggestion of Freedom in Competition Reality Television
In the global North, we tend to understand culture as a domain of freedom, whether
in terms of artistic freedom or freedom of speech. Liberal democracies however also rule in
and through cultural policy. Miller notes that, generally, governments appreciate obedient
and manageable subjects which they—in part—produce through culture (Miller 1993).
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Yudice points to the “expediency” of culture for purposes of governing. Traditionally, in cultural studies culture has been argued to be a domain of multi-dimensional, multi-arena
struggle where hegemony is established (Hall 1996, 424). Policing through culture can
be a long shot. When it works, culture, and especially popular culture, becomes both a
terrain of training and a domain of revolt, raucousness and energy (Hermes and Hill
2021; Stallybrass and White 1986).
Reality television, according to Ouellette and Hay (2008) provides a key example
of being such a terrain: intense discipline feels like a choice and thus like freedom.
They argue that different reality television formats are at the heart of the “reinvention”
of government in neoliberal capitalist democracies such as the United States (2008,
471). They see a distinctly neoliberal reasoning in how the spirit of personal reinvention
is endemic to makeover reality television (idem: 472). Citizens are called upon “to
govern themselves through freedom, not control” (idem: 473). More even than makeover television, competition reality TV requires successful and savvy self-management
in order to “sell” the self.
Since 2008, television has conjoined what were then called lifestyle politics and the
nation as a test for and the achievement of belonging as a citizen. Drag Race in this respect
rewards “public disclosure of identity difference (which) will inevitably be interpreted as a
brave act of authenticity, and (suggest) that such a quality is a capital commodity in a
variety of mass public arenas” (Heller 2020, 144). Such convoluted logics point to how neoliberalism cannot be read as a straightforward premium on individualism but calls for negotiation and creative skills that also tie individuals into communities of which citizenship can
be a virtual or a material emblem. In addition while one is supposed to milk identity difference as a contender, these are linked to highly unequal raced realities. While it may be our
European backgrounds, we are very uncomfortable when Latin queens are ridiculed for not
speaking proper English. To us that seems denying them belonging, which echoes Trumpian politics of the late 2010s.
Miller ﬁnds the call to self-government in “(f)our types of cultural subject produced by
public policy under the sign of civility” that are united in being ethically or politically incomplete:
they are in need of training, of a mirror to come to self-recognition, or to align their consumption with political goals (Miller 1993, xi–ii). While “civility” is not the term that immediately
comes to mind for Drag Race, the show accords with the fourth type of policy: contestants
are in need of self-completion by taking on challenges and performing their best selves.
They need to rid themselves of cumbersome “inner-saboteurs” and release a free, authentic
persona, reminiscent of how Foucault described the confession and the will to knowledge in
the History of Sexuality, part I (Foucault 1976). Entering Drag Race as a contestant may be a
free choice, but otherwise it is a treacherous road to a freedom that is far from guaranteed. It
comes at the very least at the cost of subjecting oneself to judging and the evaluation by
co-contestants, both of which can take extreme forms. The entrepreneurial self is made to
work hard, the meritocratic myth that everybody can “make” something of themselves a decidedly minor solace (Littler 2017).

Drag Race, the Show
RuPaul’s Drag Race pitches ten to thirteen professional drag queens against each
other to become America’s Next Drag Superstar (Collins 2017). It is much more than a
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make-over show, it is competition reality TV at its most outspoken. RuPaul turned Drag Race
into the camp superlative of the genre. By taking on talent- and supermodel reality-show
conventions with the twist that drag is about female illusion and fashion sense, the talent
the contestants try to “sell” to the judges and audience is their personality as much as their
talents in singing or sewing (Berns 2014, 101–102).
Drag Race does competition reality television with a vengeance. The well-known
someone-has-to-go-home-every-week format is the dramatic high point of each programme. Like The Voice (2010-present), the Next Top Model (2003-present) format and
Next in Fashion (2020), it features talented rather than “ordinary” people. As a subgenre
these shows are closely tied into celebrity culture and its business models (Kavka 2016).
Some of the contestants featured on Drag Race have pre-show business careers, others
hope to build or extend theirs whether they are dancers, performers, make-up artists,
designers or “inﬂuencers” on social media. They come into the competition with very different sets of resources and experiences in terms of class and race. In the sister-series RPDR: All
Stars (VH1, 2012-present), we see the contestants who have become professional performers and reiterate their success by showing off designer garments and their newfound
wealth. Drag Race meanwhile has become an international phenomenon with local versions around the world.

Methodology
To do justice to how television becomes meaningful today as “post-television,” we
speak as fans and viewers. That makes us the “aca fans” that Hills deﬁned and later
amended as a reality in media and cultural studies that needs careful attention for its
unique power constellation and (methodological) responsibilities (Hills 2002, 2012, 33).
Here that responsibility entails underlining, ﬁrst of all, that we have no wish to appropriate
the politics or diminish the multi-ethnic appeal of Drag Race or its viewers as it provides a
mainstream platform for queens of colour. Working with our own (white) viewer experiences
that are entangled with the viewer comments of others (through our use of Reddit and
YouTube and in conversation with friends), we have chosen to start writing from personal
and political engagement that is embedded in a sense of co-ownership. Drag Race feels
like “our” show, this article is our take on it, which includes how we are limited in gauging
its importance, may well misread codes and jokes because of our location (in Europe), our
age and our ethnicity. With Kooijman (2019) we acknowledge that as white scholars we
need to follow and reference authors of colour and cannot claim discussion of pop culture
of colour. We ﬁnd that our writing is energised by referencing authors such as Heller
(2020), LeMaster (2015) and Strings and Bui (2014) as much as by the aca-fan logic.
As authors we are very different, even if both of us are white people who love television. One of us is an older cis gender straight woman, the other a younger non-binary gay
person. One of us watches Drag Race incidentally and likes to hear gossip about the contenders. The other watches ﬁrst thing in the morning after a new episode arrives and has an
indexical knowledge of each queen, challenge and episode. In addition to following all
available spin-offs, they also closely follow Drag Race threads on Reddit. Both of us, as
fans, are very critical of the new mainstream route the show seems to be taking even if
we both greatly appreciate how Rupaul’s Drag Race brings queer culture to mainstream
contemporary television.
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Discussing Drag Race and Ru by pooling our stories is what Chang, Ngunjiri and Hernandez call “collaborative auto-ethnography” (2013, 17). How drag “leans” towards sexism
and unfair treatment of queens are key talking points, as is simply exchanging our pleasure
in favourite contenders. Talking about Ru and Drag Race for us therefore combined well with
Mittell’s suggestion in Complex TV to focus on allegiance with speciﬁc characters, notwithstanding the fact that the queens are real people and not necessarily with us for more
than a season (Mittell 2015). While we could have chosen to document and share conversations or to systematically analyze discussion on Reddit and in YouTube comments, focusing
on characters allows us to understand how complicated it can be to mould one’s appreciation of Drag Race to an inclusive form of camp while the show is elimination-race television
and therefore has a natural afﬁnity with ridiculing and castigating contestants.
Where Mittell points to the “varying degrees of creative authority and collaborative
ownership of their ongoing characters” for actors, the queens in Drag Race are under strict
regimes of performing to type (2015, 119). Drag Race is invested in building complex story
worlds by switching between biographical inserts and the challenges the contenders have
to perform, much like the added value of paratextual frameworks for television drama
(idem, 121). As Mittell observes
(t)elevision’s character consistency is more than just an industrial convenience, as one of
the primary ways that viewers engage with programming is to develop long-term
relationships with characters. (…) (W)e temporarily give part of ourselves over to a
ﬁction to produce intense emotional affect. (Mittell 2015, 127)

Drag Race, its spin-offs and accompanying YouTube and Instagram post-TV presence all
enable such a long-term relationship far beyond the limitations of broadcast.
We ourselves root for queens who speak to us which makes us vulnerable to Ru’s
ruthless authority. The analysis below follows our discussion of Ru and the judging.
While hardly a very objective course to follow, we claim the space of participant observation and how we embody feminist and queer politics differently, to suggest that fans
will easily recognise the selection of queens and incidents we focus on, even if they may
well differ in how they analyse and evaluate them. Below, moments are compared and contextualised in which we felt authority was abused to police race, gender and language proﬁciency. Together they show the paradoxical logic of the show. Policing takes the form of
praising speciﬁc queens for behaviour or style choices that others are criticised for, of ridiculing queens for their language proﬁciency or presentation by disregarding their backgrounds. The examples show how the freedom that is promised by drag culture
generally is undercut. In “speaking back” to the programme as fans, we document our performance of cultural citizenship, literally in discussion of inclusion and exclusion, of who
may belong and who cannot.
All examples come from RuPaul’s Drag Race and RuPaul’s Drag Race: Untucked!.
Although separate programmes, they are the front and back stage of the same series,
and refer to one another. While Drag Race has the singing and dancing and the jokes,
Untucked has the behind-the-scenes tears, laughter and drama. As RuPaul puts it in the
intro of the earlier seasons of Untucked: “Girl, if you’re not watching Untucked, you’re
only getting half the story.” The twin shows spark the most online controversy out of all
the afﬁliated series, have the biggest audience internationally and give us the most
source material to work with. In addition RuPaul’s Drag Race often touches upon the (controversial) American ideal of freedom: Ru believes in the power of hard work and
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entrepreneurship, he is often less than sensitive to social inequality. The show however will
feature backstories of oppression, poverty, health struggles, racism and homophobia. Drag
Race thus has its cake and eats it too: it seems produced to exploit this protean relation
between Ru’s neoliberal attitude and a more communitarian and compassionate outlook
that invites us as viewers to appreciate the hardship that comes with speciﬁc intersectional
identity combinations, such as to be black and queer and a drag queen (cf Phelan and
Dawes 2018).
One such intersectional identity deserves special attention, which is that of the trans
queens. Checking back through the Reddit pages we follow as fans (r/rupaulsdragrace and
r/rpdrdrama) we see that racism, representation, race, appropriation, controversial, black,
latino and trans are key words when indignation and controversy over the show are
shared. More than anything, speciﬁc forms of exclusion versus a practice and the
promise of inclusion come up in comments. Notably, the exclusion of trans women as contestants of the show is a long-running source of discontent. It is currently unclear in what
capacity they are allowed to compete. While Ru has been quoted as saying that including
trans contestants is unfair competition, there have been some trans contestants on the
show, among them Carmen Carrera (s3), Kenya Michaels (s3) and Jiggly Caliente (s4),
Monica Beverly Hills (s5), Peppermint (s9) and GottMik (s13). Noteworthy is season 13’s
new opening. From “Gentlemen, start your engines, and may the best woman win,” it
has changed to: “Racers, start your engines, and may the best drag queen win!” The
website PinkNews (2020) considers this “(a)n important change to an iconic Drag Race
catchphrase to be more inclusive of trans and non-binary contestants.”
With fellow Redditors we share that the message of Drag Race is that queens are free
to do whatever they want, as long as they do it Ru’s way. Freedom, pressure and stricture
(as in submitting to the show’s rules, the judges’ and the producers’) therefore capture our
audience experience well. In addition, online discussion, like our own, tends to start in reference to speciﬁc examples and incidents and thus to speciﬁc queens. The procedure we followed was therefore a simple one. We started with queens we felt were treated very
unfairly (Nina West, Milk, the Vixen, Cynthia Lee Fontaine and Jessica Wild) and as a fan
of Peppermint and other courageous trans queens, to reconstruct why there were critically
dismissed and who, on the other hand, was praised and was successful. Beyond the wellknown fact that lighter-skinned queens had a better chance of winning in early seasons
and, according to Vesey, of making it in the music industry (2017, 591), we found three
routes in how the show produces the exemplary drag subject that coincide with the policing of gender, race and class. They are the teaching of femininity, the policing of blackness
and the making fun of non-native speakers of English.

Analysis
The below ﬁgure offers a shortcut to the logic of policing in Drag Race. Remarkably,
particular body types are judged (or admired), embodying one’s ethnicity comes with strict
rules, and good manners, cultural knowledge and speaking one’s languages are made prescriptive. Those who “underperform” on femininity, ethnic representation and language are
ridiculed and dismissed.
Figure 1 shows how Drag Race operates the carrot and the stick. It compliments some
queens and makes others an example of how not to do drag. The inclusive examples are
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ﬁne but become “cringe worthy” in relation to the examples of exclusion which feel cruel
and unjust.

FIGURE 1.
Overview of the logic of policing femininity, ethnicity and proﬁciency in English in Drag
Race.
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The Teaching of Femininity
Throughout its history, contestants, the jury and RuPaul have all made claims about
femininity and drag. The choice in the show’s sexist parlance is to be a “camp queen” or a
“ﬁsh queen,” i.e. look like a real woman (ﬁsh, the derogatory label attests to drag’s misogyny) or use your femininity as a clown costume (camp). While the show presents femininity generally as an artistic choice to be made by an individual contestant, femininity-as-drag
is scrutinised for style, aesthetics and upsetting of what to some would be seen as naturally
given. The “Drag Con Panel Extravaganza” episode in season 10 is almost a tutorial. The
critical reception by Ru and the judges of Nina West, Milk and transwoman contestants
makes clear that Drag Race may appear to offer inclusion by showing how you do it,
while actually practicing exclusion. There is clearly a “correct” way to do drag, performances, as Edgar says, are “normalised” and there is a correct body to have while doing
so (Edgar 2011, 137).
Listing how the candidates do drag, combined with the jury commentary and the
elimination order of contestants, it becomes clear that there is a “natural” ideal: wigs
have to look like real hair; make-up has to make the contestant look like a woman and
be applied ﬂawlessly; the male body has to be altered (with padding and/or plastic
surgery) to represent the ideal female hourglass ﬁgure. Candidates who are able to do conventional femininity well, receive high praise for their performance. The season 10 (episode
6) “Drag-Con Extravaganza” spans an entire episode to teach us on the “correct” way to do
drag through panels on hair, make-up and body modiﬁcation. While the majority of the
queens who make it to their respective ﬁnales presents a “correct” form of femininity, a
minority of the well-performing queens don’t follow the conventional beauty standard
at all. They seem to be in a class of their own and don’t have to adhere to the “rules”
stated above. Because of course Drag Race is also always camp and ultimately does not
care about rules or consistency.
The show’s teacherly mode became painfully clear for Nina West in season eleven.
She is one of the unfortunate queens who falls short of the standards of the judges: her
shoulders were too wide, her hips not wide enough and her overall proportions didn’t
ﬁt into the beauty standards the judges perceived as feminine. Although Nina made it
to the ﬁnal ﬁve, she was held up as an example of what queens should not look like
throughout the season. Similarly Milk (s6), was criticised during her entire run. Neither
her make-up or her look passed scrutiny. A non-conventional queen, Milk sported facial
hair, pants, and a bald cap. While deemed “creative,” this was also wrong. She had to
turn herself into a pained artist who had to conform to beauty ideals to ﬁt into the
show which she did not manage to do well, for which she was eliminated.
The representation of trans contestants is the most painful discussion of all. Like us,
many debated ﬁercely how Ru could be so insensitive and politically wrong. Why should
queens have to do “natural” femininity but be banned if they have had surgery? Why
this investment in body normativity? While recent seasons have seen the policing of the
trans body decrease, the show’s track record shows it coming down heavily on trans contestants. Trans contestants, such as Carmen Carrera (S3), Kenya Michaels (S4) and Peppermint (S9), who had started transitioning before their appearance on the show, had to put
their transition on hold to be able to compete. Moreover, the trans contestants not only
had to present themselves as male in their talking head interviews, but were required to
have a male-presenting body during their appearance on the show. Breast augmentation
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and/or gender choice surgery were out of the question. To uphold such a dichotomous
deﬁnition of biological gender (sex) on contestants reﬂected on us too: what political
camp had we ended up in?

The Policing of Blackness
Ru is not only strict on a feminine appearance, how to be a black performer likewise
appears to be policed rigorously. This is not so much about the drag persona per se but
about making the right use of stereotypes and preconceptions. When practiced for
comedic reasons and “controlled” by the performer, stereotypical black behaviour is celebrated and turned into a commodity that “spices up” the act (cf Springer 2007, 74). Anyone,
however, who invites others to laugh at her by being awkward and out of control, will have
Ru and the jury come down on them hard. It seems to be the upside down version of how,
as a black person in a white society, you always have to do twice as well. The examples
below show how in the context of drag, this becomes a form of social censure.
The comedic “ghetto” black woman stereotype is a favourite on Drag Race. She is represented as an African-American vernacular English speaker, overtly sexual and/or a sex
worker, poor and/or cheap and most of all an aggressive woman. In contrast to the
more common negative connotation of this stereotype, Drag Race candidates are
praised when they use this stereotype in comedic challenges. Shangela wins the standup comedy challenge season 3 (episode 8) for her performance as a self-employed
“post-modern-pimp-ho.” Even though the judges do not especially praise her for the use
of this stereotype, she is told that her set was hilarious and that the act could make her
money (yes, double entendre). She also wins the episode.
A comedic “ghetto” black woman act is also praised in the RuCo’s Empire challenge in
season 8, episode 3. Bob The Drag Queen, who wins the challenge, follows a pre-written
script that spoofs the HBO series Empire while doing a comedic impression of the original
characters. Clearly, performing a “ghetto” black woman is part of the show’s repertoire. This
is all the more relevant, as African American contestants feel they do best when they erase
their blackness in other parts of the competition. Contestants of colour regularly discuss
whether and how they should use denigrating stereotypes. Even if, as part of the minority
discriminated by the stereotype, it is their prerogative to do so.
The stereotype of the angry black woman is a case in point. It has become a staple in
reality TV (Springer 2007, 81) but is not used easily in Drag Race. It presents black women as
unreasonably confrontational, angry and provoking arguments wherever they go. As Kim
points out in 2004:
Reality TV gives us heroes who uphold, reﬂect, and afﬁrm core American values of equal
opportunity for social and economic mobility in a democratic capitalist society through
hard work, chutzpah, and a little talent. (As) a relatively new invention (…), Reality TV
doesn’t have the same historical constraints and audience expectations of (…) other
genres. In fact, notions of race and ethnicity actually play to the genre’s underpinnings
—what better example can there be of self-reinvention with Gratitude, Backstory and
Hard Work than that of a talented yet unthreatening member of a “model minority”?
(Kim 2004, n.p.)

The Vixen’s season-long narrative-arc in season ten illustrates well how the angry
black woman stereotype upsets the show’s message and its ambiguous relation to
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why a black woman might be furious, especially if she has little economic means (Kendall
2020; West 2008). During Drag Race season ten’s episodes (2, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 13) and in the
Untucked! Season nine episodes 1, 3, 4 and 7, “the Vixen” was shown having arguments
with other contestants, almost all of which she appeared to have instigated. In Untucked
episode four, an intense argument erupted between Eureka O’Hara and The Vixen. Here
too, The Vixen is represented as being unreasonably confrontational and angry. However,
while The Vixen did participate in the argument, not ﬁve minutes after the ﬁght Eureka
O’Hara is shown admitting that she started the row, to “test” The Vixen. The producers,
it seems to us, preferred showing an unseemly behaving black woman rather than one
who is victimised. If indeed taunting and playing an African American contestant is
more fun than the manipulative actions of a white instigator, reality television perpetuates racism.
In the second-to-last episode of the season (13), which is always a retrospective, the
actions of The Vixen, and her storyline of an angry black woman, are discussed in detail. In
the ﬁrst part of the episode, Ru and the other contestants criticise the Vixen for acting
hostile and aggressive. The Vixen defends herself by saying she didn’t start arguments.
While the visual evidence supports this claim, she is still criticised for reacting the way
she did, upon which The Vixen walks off. Rupaul’s speech after she leaves is instructive.
He argues that The Vixen does not know how to act correctly because she does not
want to learn how to, which means she cannot become a successful, non-confrontational
person (which we read: as appealing to white mainstream audiences). When challenged, a
rare occurrence indeed, by Asia O’Hara, Ru loses his cool and says: “Look at me, damn it, I
come from the same place she does” (Drag Race, season 10’s Reunion episode). Politics do
not come easy to Ru who has been criticised often for not speaking out against racism and
for gay rights. Inserting this bit of dialogue by the producers may have been meant as an
explanation of sorts for Ru not standing up politically.

Ridiculing Low Proﬁciency in English and a Lack of Cultural Knowledge
Ru is not only a neoliberal who believes in pulling yourself up by your bootstraps but
also a schoolmistress/master of the kind that does not believe in grading for diligence. Only
the effect counts. This makes her uncomfortably unliberal when it comes to stereotyping
Latin-American queens. Latin American contestants tend to fall victim most to the policing
of “not being a cultured person” when they act the slightly silly Latin American queen. Their
Spanish-accented English nets them easy laughs and becomes a comedic crutch. In season
three (episode 3) Yara Soﬁa does a “sassy, crazy Latin” stereotype, main-challenge performance and runway look. RuPaul and the guest judge are shown cackling while overseeing
the performance and later commend her for her use of the stereotype and “using that
whole Latin-thing and that sexy swoosh.” The condescension in the comments becomes
clear, when she is also warned not to overplay the “funny but dumb” stereotype. RuPaul
comments “you took a potential liability, which is your accent, and made it work for
you.” A Spanish accent is a risk then, and only works when presented as a joke.
The example of Jessica Wilde, in the second season (episode 7), for us is one of the
most unsettling. The maxi challenge for this episode is to come up with a book title, do a
satellite interview and dress for the launch party of this book on the runway. Jessica Wild is
shown to be confused about the challenge, which seems due to the fact that her English is
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not good enough to do the interview to the standards set by the challenge. Talking head
shots of other contestants, the facial expressions of the interviewer and the sound effects
played during the interview make merciless fun of her. The judges say her interview was a
“trainwreck,” but that they wouldn’t change a thing. It was “so bad it becomes good again.”
Her accent is both a liability for her and a source of fun for others.
The right kind of queen can perform femininity and ridicule it. Ethnic stereotyping
works well to do so and is encouraged by the show. Racialised caricatures give a performance “personality,” according to Ru (Strings and Bui 2014, 824). However, at the same time,
a queen should always be in control of her performance: she should be able to do an accent
or a stock character and step away from it. RuPaul’s Drag Race thus favours a particular
class-based form of being cultured: speak your languages, recognise innuendo and trash
talk as much as high cultural etiquette, fashion and customs, such as the codes of the
book launch. Ru combines his “you have to work hard to make it” neoliberalism with a
deep reference for distinction, which is predicated on exclusion and distancing yourself
from “common folk.” Ru’s dislike of trans women participating might be explained
exactly by her insistence on the value of performance and not conﬂating practice with
identity. There is no need to be who you are as a performer. Drag after all is about illusion
and show, it is a craft.

Conclusion
In her tweets All Star season 5’s Detox is ﬁercely critical of Ru’s politics and those of
the production team, especially when it comes to trans drag performers:
It’s not about political correctness*, it’s about the conscious exclusion of an integral part
of the drag community. I wouldn’t be where I am if it weren’t for the trans performers that
took me under their wings, and they deserve the same kinds of opportunities. (@TheOnlyDetox9:15 AM – Jan 24, 2020)

We too are struck by how Drag Race uses reality TV’s logic of exclusion. Extending it to the
drag community feels wrong. As viewers and as fans, we have to wonder about the extent
of our license for making (post-)TV meaningful and when we become complicit in exclusion
and constrictive policing of gender, race and class.
The various forms of training and forming that RuPaul’s Drag Race engages in, are a
far cry from the inclusion Detox defends which refers to a broad freedom to inhabit and
perform a gender via drag regardless of one’s body or sexuality. Despite Ru’s reticence to
become politically involved and despite her autocratic manner, this is still exactly what
the show could do. Following the interrelated and intertwined intertextual levels at
which the programme becomes meaningful (the text, the tweets by performers, the
online discussion, our own viewer experience), we looked for key moments in the
show that spurred meaning making. Notably, these turned out to be jury decisions
and comments rather than performances. Fans, contestants and occasionally the presenter herself in these moments are all claiming space to be who they want to be. The main
difference across these discussions is the extent to which discussants feel they should be
able to depend on others. Whereas Toby Miller portrays the Sisters of Perpetual Indulgence, a drag activist troupe, in 1993, as a source of hope performing a liberating politics
of the self in solidarity, the main drag act of the 2010s and 20s, refuses such a social
responsibility.
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Drag Race is less drag than it is reality television. It does operate an open invitation
through cultural policy for citizens to become complete, which Miller and Ouellette and
Hay show reality TV can do. It is much more an autocratic realm that operates on the
basis of provocation and challenge. Camp can help intensify the fun of parody and relativise particular embodiments. In Drag Race at times it loses out against the codes of reality
television that hardly signify freedom but reduce voluntary participation and self-management to total obedience. Thus deepens our contrary engagement. Celebrating a shared
dream in drag thus becomes part of our battle with neoliberal versions of self-discipline.
It is ironic and sad that in Drag Race humour and making fun of others is the weapon of
choice wielded against those who fall short of a new set of norms. Then again, this is
Drag Race and this is RuPaul, ﬂamboyant ruler of a world that insists on perfecting authentic illusions. This is not reality. And, when at times, the show does sense reality invading,
there are sharp retorts to Trumpian politics, or a collective speaking out in favour of Black
Lives Matter. Most of all, Ru’s gorgeous body, beautiful dresses and suits, her silly, sometimes outrageous and often overly sharp witticisms enchant us and make us laugh. She
also always, however implicitly, refers to camp’s tragic structure of feeling and openness
to melodrama. In the world of drag, costumes need to be perfect because the world is a
harsh, unfriendly and dangerous place for those who do not fall in line and dare to be
different. They provide safety and shelter.
To watch RuPaul’s Drag Race is to step into a dream world and support a politics of
difference, even when Ru takes a long time to speak out herself. It is to understand freedom
and stricture as a necessary paradox and drag as a political statement. More than in any
other reality show, politics becomes part of the popular in Drag Race, allowing for discussion of citizenship in its most classical form as inclusion, merit, opportunity and justice
among its viewers and fans, and occasionally its contestants. This is post-TV at work.
Drag Race is reality television. Its format decrees there need to be winners and losers
from one episode to another, training us for exclusivity and competition rather than
inclusion and community. As such, the television programme engages us as audiences
not only in political questions of gender, identity and sexuality and the complexities of a
wish for “freedom” today but also in how those can be addressed.
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NOTE
1.

RuPaul says: “You can call me he. You can call me she. You can call me Regis & Cathy Lee; I
don’t care! Just as long as you call me” (RuPaul’s Drag Race Twitter, twitter post, September 2013, 6:35 pm). As Rupaul does not care about their pronouns, we have chosen to
mostly call them “her”, as this is the general way drag queens address each other and
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we feel most comfortable calling Ru and the contestants with that pronoun. The
occasional “he” denotes the deliberate doubling of gender options in Ru’s self-presentation as both a queen and a male presenter on RuPaul’s Drag Race.
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